
Meadow river lane complaint 1st time 

1. Exhibit 1    
a. page 1:   Narrative    
b. Page 1:   3rd party locator findings 
c. page 2 and 3:  Pictures   
d. page 4 and 5 google earth overview 
e. page 6: third party locator email  

2. Exhibit 2: Official filing by Avista/ELM in response to another incident of 3 unlocated gas lines 
that we unknowingly bored across and narrowly missed.  Avista was fined and this was the 
response to the Utilities Commission. 

a. on page 3 attempts to use the unlockable defense for 3 missed locates that we had 
bored under, which were  not located at all.  No triangle just a NO AVA  

b. Page 3 bottom attempts to say that they do not have to locate the “first locate” 
c. Page 4 says that “locating facilities is not a perfect science” and again goes to the 

unlocatable provision.   
d. Page 4: 2nd to last paragraph states that they believe turning in Avista for failures to 

locate is “wasteful, petty, personal, and inconsistent with the safety Commision’s 
Mission which is to protect the people of Washington”    

3. Exhibit 3:  Darrell Moss employee of Avista 
a. Page 1:   believes that the Dig law safety committee does not recognize the unlocatable 

provision.   
b. Page 2: States that if one of the parties Asserts the facility is not locatable Avista is in full 

compliance with the law.     
4. Exhibit 4:  Avista VP general counsel, Chief Ethics and compliance officer 

a. Page 2: Ignores WAC 480-93-007 which states that Gas utilities are responsible for the 
actions of their contractors as if they did it.  

b. Page 3: takes no responsibility for the dig law?   
c. Page 3: Uses CRLJ 11 in another attempt to disregard the authority of the Dig law safety 

committee, the UTC and the process for dig law violations.  
 
 
Conclusion:  There seems to be a consistent theme from upper management that they do not 
want to take responsibility for locating their gas lines, and contempt for the Dig Law Safety 
Committee:    
 
Attempting to hide behind the unlocatable provision in the law for a gas and electric Utility is 
extremely inappropriate.  
 
In this case it resulted in Natural Gas blowing into the faces of my employees and could have 
been catastrophic had we hit the unlocated power line also.  
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Ex. RCW 
 

spokane WA 99217 

22199775 05/09/2022 

Failure to locate gas 05/24/2022 

Colbert wa 99003 

Case 22-020 
 

WUCC Complaint Form 
Requester Information 

 

Your Name: 
 
 
 

Your Phone Number: 
 
 
 

Your Address: 

Your Company: 
 

 
 

Your Email: 
 

 

 

 
 

Your City: Your State: Your Zip: 

 
Was a locate requested from the call center?    Yes   No 

 
Ticket Number: Ticket Date: 

 
 

Violation Information 

Alleged Violation/Damage: 
 

  RCW 19.122.030 Must call for marking two (2) full business days prior to digging. 
 

Other 

 
Section of Law Violated: Alleged Violation Date: 

Address of alleged violation: 

 
City of Alleged Violation: State of Alleged Violation: Zip of Alleged Violation: 

23516 N Meadow river ln 

4103 E Dalke Ave 

scot@mandlconstruction.net 

M&L Construction Inc. 

19.122.030 

15099914129 

Scot Hattenburg 

mailto:scot@mandlconstruction.net
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On 5/24 M&L Construction hit an unmarked natural gas line. It had a triangle indicating 
that it was unlocatable. On 5/25 M&L hired a third party locator to perform an incident 
investigation and determined that it was locatable with a 850 signal strength. So it was 
locatable. 
Also there was a primary electric line in the same ditch that was unlocated and we 
narrowly missed it also. 

509 489-0500 Greg.Hesler@avistacorp.com 

Case 22-020 
 

Basic Description: 

 
 

Allleged Violator 

Company Name: 

 
 

Company Phone Number: Company Email: 

 
Company Address: 

 
Company City:  Company State:  Company Zip: 

Spokane  Washington  99252 
 
Names of Employees on Site: 

    
 

 
 

Other 

Additional Information: 

 

By submitting this form I acknowledge that the statements that I alleged are true and accurate to the best of 
my knowledge. 

scot hattenburg, cody anderson 

Avista Utilities 

mailto:Greg.Hesler@avistacorp.com
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Narrative: 
 

M&L Construction struck a gas line at 23516 N Meadow view ln colbert wa 
on 5/24/22 approx. 8:00 am 

 
An Unlocatable Triangle was placed in the vicinity of the 
service line that was Struck and not located. 

 
The service line that was hit was locatable, but not located due to negligence 

The service line was locatable. 

• Avista (Tyler Prozek) said in a meeting with Jon Cornelius and us that the maps 
were wrong. So not unlocatable at all. 

• However, M&L called an Avista employee who verified the maps were correct 
the day of the incident investigation so not sure why maps were blamed 

 
This gas strike endangered the lives of my employees blowing gas and rocks into the 
excavator 

 
 
 
 

1: there was a triangle present indicating an unlocatable gas line to the address at 23516, 
However the gas service that was struck feeds the adjoining property with a meter at 
23502 N Meadowview Ln 

2: the primary power was not located in the joint ditch 1 foot away from the struck gas line 
3: We assumed the triangle was a gas stub with no idea it was a service to the neighbor. 

A) 2 hours after the gas strike, they stubbed and capped. 
1) the neighbor called avista with no gas service 
2) Avista responded again and pointed out the gas meter that the hit service 

went to 
4: M&L Construction then performed an incident investigation 

A) Hired a 3rd party locater to perform the locate to see if it was unlocatable 
1) it was locatable with over 800 to 850 signal strength 
Conclusion was that the Avista locator failed state and federal procedures by not 

following OQ procedures and locating the service that was hit. 
C) the service was locatable from the meter. 
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unlocatable Triangle 

no power locates 
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this was the gas hit 

this was a service not 
a stub and tied into 
here. 

unlocated 15kva 
power 
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5/24/2202 
23516 n meadow river ln 
Colbert washington 

Triangle placed at the 
service to this 
property not the 
property in question hit gas with triangle 

and then found 
unlocated power 

locate of the main 
on the ground, 

we hit this gas line 
with the excavator 

location of the hit 

House 

850 signal strength 
from the meter going 
north to where we hit 
it. 

Avista meter should 
have been the 
located from this 
origination point 

"shed" 
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Assumed the locate 
was performed from 
here then south 

 
 
 
 

triangle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

meter that was 
served by the hit gas 
line, locatable all the 
way back to the main 
850 signal strength 
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scot 

From: Bill Kulisek <bill.kulisek@utilitiesplusllc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2022 3:10 PM 
To: scot 
Subject: RE: 23516 N Meadow river Ln 

 

Regarding the Gas line locate: Hooked up at the “shed” and gas located excellent all the way back to the main. Hooked 
up at the house and Gas located all the way past the damaged gas line. Hooked up at a stub 500’ to the north, and gas 
located to house, did not locate to the “shed”. My findings are that the trace wire is faulty where the service to the 
“shed” connects to the main. 

 
From: scot <scot@mandlconstruction.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2022 4:01 PM 
To: Bill Kulisek <bill.kulisek@utilitiesplusllc.com> 
Cc: 'Stephanie Hattenburg' <stephanie@mandlconstruction.net>; 'ray' <ray@mandlconstruction.net> 
Subject: FW: 23516 N Meadow river Ln 

 
 

Bill, 
The address of the unlocatable is at 23516 N Meadow River Ln, the gas line that was not located is located here. Gate 
code is #9963 if you could locate from the meter out it would help me prove it was not unlocatable. Give me a shout 
when you are able to get there. 

mailto:bill.kulisek@utilitiesplusllc.com
mailto:bill.kulisek@utilitiesplusllc.com
mailto:scot@mandlconstruction.net
mailto:scot@mandlconstruction.net
mailto:bill.kulisek@utilitiesplusllc.com
mailto:bill.kulisek@utilitiesplusllc.com
mailto:stephanie@mandlconstruction.net
mailto:stephanie@mandlconstruction.net
mailto:ray@mandlconstruction.net
mailto:ray@mandlconstruction.net
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Scot W. Hattenburg 509-991-4129 
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SHattenburg
Callout
We had already bored and installed 2-6" lines under the non-located gas line and had piloted a third time under it when Jay Arragon stopped us because the gas line was "NOT" located

SHattenburg
Callout
located as clear nothing in the way not located 

SHattenburg
Callout
he marked the gas  clear. 

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Typewritten Text
Exhibit 2
Page 1 



SHattenburg
Callout
lack of due diligence, by saying that there is no requirement in the law  to locate correctly the first time

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Callout
another attempt to use the unlocatable provision as a "get out of Jail free card"  Instead of due diligence. 

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Typewritten Text
Page 3



SHattenburg
Callout
Now they admit they did not locate the 3 crossings?

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

FreeText
Believes the dig safe committee to be wasteful and petty personal.... when they dont locate the gas

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Callout
again tries to use the unlocatable provision that they should not be held responsible to accurately locate their gas line.  

SHattenburg
Typewritten Text

Page 4
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SHattenburg
Highlight



“Darell Moss”   All:        

  

In anticipation of today’s meeting, which I will not be able to attend, a few individuals have asked for 

input regarding “downtime” claims.  The following are my personal thoughts and opinions regarding 

claims for costs incurred as a result of a violation of RCW 19.122.030.  Please note that these are my 

personal thoughts and opinions and in no way set forth a statement or position on behalf of Avista 

Corporation d/b/a Avista Utilities and are not meant to provide a legal analysis, opinion or position and 

may not be used or relied on for such. 

  

First, in reviewing the Washington Dig Laws, I have been unable to find any reference to a “downtime” 

claim.  As far as my research shows, the term “downtime” is not used or defined in the Washington Dig 

Laws.  RCW 19.122.030(7) does allow for the recovery of “reasonable compensation … for costs 

incurred….”  These costs would be limited to actual, provable costs under applicable law.  In order to 

recover under 19.122.030(7), the claimant must establish both civil liability on the part of the facility 

operator (as that term is defined in RCW 19.122.020(11)), arising from a violation of RCW 19.122.030(4), 

and the claimant must also establish the amount of the reasonable costs incurred as a result of said 

violation.  

  

With respect to civil liability, the actions or decisions of the dig-board safety committee in reviewing a 

complaint do not establish civil liability for an alleged violation of RCW 19.122.030.  Rather, actual, 

credible, relevant, and legally admissible evidence must be provided establishing a violation of RCW 

19.122.030, and, the constitutional rights of due process must be met for all parties involved.  It is my 

position that the actions of the dig-board safety committee do not satisfy, in any way, a party’s 

constitutional rights of due process.  Further, among other things, it is my understanding that the dig-

board safety committee does not recognize or apply the provisions of RCW 19.122.030(4)(c).  Part of 

proving civil liability must include the application of the language in RCW 19.122.030(4)(c).    If the 

evidence shows that the facility operator (as that term is defined in RCW 19.122.020(11)), made a good 

faith attempt to comply with the provisions of RCW 19.122.030, the facility operator is deemed to be in 

full compliance with the requirements of RCW 19.122.030 and therefore not liable for any damages or 

injuries that may have been sustained.  See RCW 19.122.030(4)(c)(i).   

  

With respect to actual, provable costs, those costs must be reasonable (as required by the statute), and 

the claimant must demonstrate that they took steps to mitigate their costs.  It has been my experience 

that many claims for costs are not reasonable and the claiming party has not taken steps to mitigate 

their costs.  Further, many of these claimants believe that all they have to do is sent an invoice for their 

alleged “downtime” and the facility operator must pay that invoice.  First, I will never pay just an invoice 

for alleged costs.  Second, I will require actual evidence establishing the reasonable costs allowed under 

the statute.   

  

SHattenburg
Callout
these thoughts are also reflected in action from  ELM, and  Greg Hesler Please see exhibit 2 and exhibit 3. 

SHattenburg
Callout
Darrel Moss from Avista believes everything can be unlocatable see Avista and ELM response exhibit (1)

SHattenburg
Callout
Wow tell that to the families with loss.



n establishing both civil liability and actual, provable costs, some of the evidence I believe is necessary 

includes, but is not necessarily limited to:  

  

(1) A written statement of what occurred for each identified incident: 

(2) The names, addresses and telephone numbers of persons who witnessed each incident, or who may 

have any information regarding the incident; 

(3) The locate number for each incident; 

(4) Photographs of the white marks placed as a part of the submission of the locate ticket; 

(5) Photographs showing that the facility operator failed to comply with the provisions of RCW 

19.122.030(4), by not reasonably accurately marking locatable* underground service facilities (*the 

statue requires proof that the underground service facility was locatable and this may be a matter of 

dispute in establishing a violation of RCW 19.122.030(4), if one of the parties asserts the underground 

service facility was not locatable, i.e., if not locatable, there is no violation of RCW 19.122.030(4)); 

(6) A statement of any discussions or conversations between the excavator and facility operator 

regarding the locate ticket for the incident, the locates, or lack thereof, on the ground or any issues 

related to the locates for the locate ticket for the incident; 

(7) Records setting forth the basis for the amounts set forth in the document you provided to Avista and 

how those amounts were calculated, including; 

 



SHattenburg
Callout
Mr Hessler is the registered agent, and chief compliance officer ..... including dig law.



SHattenburg
Callout
As chief compliance officer he is responsible for Avista law violations. 

SHattenburg
Callout
WAC 480-93-007 and shows

SHattenburg
Callout
More defamation and smear

SHattenburg
Callout
not my intent



SHattenburg
Callout
As chief compliance officer he should have involvement maybe thats why their contractor does not care to locate.  

SHattenburg
Callout
again they are denying responsibility. 

SHattenburg
Callout
these are claims that went to the safety committee and Avista admitted to and certified by the AG   

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
Highlight

SHattenburg
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SHattenburg
Callout
as head legal counsel and head of corporate ethics this shows negligence
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